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OTS Rule Cuts Red Tape For Capital Distributions

WASHINGTON, D.C., Jan. 19, 1999 -- Well run, healthy thrift institutions that satisfy certain criteria will no longer have to notify their federal regulator before paying cash dividends, under a final rule issued today by the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS).

Previously, all thrifts had to give OTS notice or apply to the agency to make a distribution. Today's action updates and streamlines OTS' capital distribution rule and makes it more consistent with those of other federal banking regulators, the agency said. The agency's action reflects the solid capital built up by the thrift industry since the previous capital distribution regulation was adopted in 1990. Equity capital reached a record high of 8.58 percent in the third quarter of 1998, and 98 percent of OTS-regulated institutions met or exceeded the highest capital category of well capitalized.

Institutions that are not subsidiaries of a savings and loan holding company can qualify for a capital distribution without a notice or application to OTS, if they meet certain conditions, including retaining their well capitalized designation following the distribution and having CAMELS and compliance ratings of 1 or 2. Other institutions either have to notify OTS or obtain the agency's approval, depending on the condition of the institution and the amount and nature of the capital distribution, but they may now file a schedule of proposed capital distributions for a year at a time, rather than filing separate notices.

The final rule clarifies that distributions by a thrift subsidiary that are charged against the capital account of the parent association are outside the requirements as long as the parent thrift remains well capitalized following the distribution. A thrift also may combine its capital distribution filing with any other OTS-required notice or application, and the agency may approve all or part of the proposed transaction. The final rule is substantially similar to the proposed rule published Jan. 7, 1998.
Loans to affiliates to finance redemptions of stock or debt are considered capital distributions, as are direct or indirect payments of cash or other property to owners or affiliates made in connection with a corporate restructuring.

The final rule was published in today’s edition of the Federal Register, and is effective April 1, 1999.
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